Across

4. Schedule display
7. A structure
8. One of the resource types
10. Use this logic tool for a better understanding of the relationships between activities
11. A finish milestone to avoid
17. Critical or long?
18. A way to change everything
20. Between you and me
23. Not a real activity?
26. Activities and resources can have these
28. Targeted result by using a ...
29. Progress marker
30. On some P6 fields
31. Some schedulers do this to their resources
32. Today?
35. Save your favorites in this format
37. Org. Responsible for an Assessment method
38. A type of curve
39. Best place to go for any P6 training or help
41. A complete Relationship
44. Something for bars
46. A feature in P6 like a mirror
47. Structured starting point
48. Least used relationship
51. It's all red
53. Often used carefully in a schedule
55. Many users export and import to this
57. "... actuals" may be quick way to update the schedule
58. Some dates are...

Down

1. Missing it can cause a dangle
2. A topic
3. The U in UDF
5. We've still got time?
6. P6 database type
9. They depict activities
12. You don't want this float type
13. Resource can have these
14. Calendar type
15. A complete type
16. Added to an activity
19. Hold on there?
21. A resource that is responsible for the work
22. Some see this as a 'sub' activity
24. Another type of float
25. An important event in a schedule
27. How long?
33. As .... As Possible
34. Where the work gets done
35. A common report format
36. A P6 feature for duplicating a cell down a column
40. US Army Corps of Engineers format
41. You can change this on your report
42. P6 export format
43. These threaten your success
45. Submit a P6...
49. The number of P6 baselines allowed
50. It's not a soprano line
51. Method of scheduling
52. These allow you to split the screen
54. Assigned to everyone
56. Today's preferred export